
MODEL # SK-1500
INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT

PLEASE SAVE THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

HEAVY-DUTY STEAM IRON



The product has many functions such as Auto Shut-off Function, temperature 
regulating, spraying, dry Ironing, steam, strong steam, self cleaning function, 
etc. and is with caracteristics: luxury shape, high heat efficiency, easy using, 
good ironing result, work saving and time saving, and so on.

Rated voltage

Rated 
frequency

Rated power

Water capacity

Temperature adjusting 
range

Outside measure

Soleplate measure

Steam capacity

120V

60Hz

1500W

350g

150 ~ 220ºC

30.1x12.3x15cm

250.92cm2

10 ~ 25g/min

SPECIFICATIONS

MAIN FEATURES:



High precision temperature adjuster: high precision temperature adjuster was 
used; it is called thermostat. We fixed the temperature range according to the 
kind of materials.

Thermal Fuse protecting: when the working temperature pass its normal one. 
The fuse will melt automatically, and cut off the power supply. When the failure 
happens, it must be sent to its service agent in order to avoid a hazard.

Auto-Shut Off Function: An electronic device will automatically switch off the 
iron if it is has not been moved for a while, it is usually 30 seconds in level state; 
8 minutes in vertical state. To indicate that the iron has been switched off, the 
blue auto-off pilot will start blinking.

To heat up the iron again:
-Pick up the iron or move it slightly.
-The blue auto-shut off pilot light will go out. The blue temperature pilot light 
will come on.
-When the temperature pilot light had gone out and comes on again, the irons is 
ready for use.

MAIN PARTS

A: Steam regulating Knob
B: Strong steam button
C: Spraying button 
D: Indicator bulb
E: Movable wire
F: Temperature adjusting knob
G: Water tank                
H:Non-Stick Soleplate
I: Spraying mouth
J: Metal Skirt
K: Cover of water filling mouth
L: Auto-Shut Off Light
M: Self-Cleanning                



USAGE

1. Before ironing, please make sure the material can be iron.

2. Pull up the cap of water filling mouth, fill water into water tank, until it reaches the “max” 
position. Water capacity is 350g.

3. Push the cap back to its original position.

4. Turn the temperature regulating knob to the “0” position, ensure the iron is on the smooth 
and stable place vertically. Then put the plug into the socket.

5. After about 1.5 to 3 minutes, the indicator will turn off, when the indicator turn on again, your 
can start ironing with steam.

6. Press the steam button, the steam will spurt continuously (you can use it in vertical or flat 
position ) .If you want to stop, just turn off the steam button

7. You also could press strong steam button, and the burst steam will come out from soleplate 
(it could use in vertical or flat position).

8.You can use vertical ironing as well. Vertical steam ironing: convenience to iron clothes which 
was hung on.

9. During ironing clothes, if you need some water on the clothes for easy iron, you could press 
Spray button, and some water will come out from spraying mouth

10. If no steam goes out, it means no water in the water tank now. At this moment, you must 
turn off the steam button. If you want it to work on, pull out the plug first, then fill in water. Put 
the plug into the socket. Then you can continue to use it.

11. After ironing is complete, turn the temperature regulating knob to “0” position, pull the plug 
out of the socket. Then pour the water out and turn the temperature regulating knob to the 
“MAX” position. Put the plug into the socket again and press the steam button again and again, 
till no water inside. This method is used to prevent remained water into boiloff box, and damage 
the steam function.

STEAM IRONING:



FUNCTION

Strong and High-pressure steam helps to smooth the firm gauffer

Dry cleaning function:
Strong and powerful steam will give you a wonderful effect no less then dry cleaning shop.

Sterilization function:
100º high temperature steam, more than once spurt, all kinds of germs will be killed. It can be 
used in your kitchen, toy, mattress, sofa and so on
Take off bad smell.

Convenience:
          Very easy to use without stokehold hanging 
          Overspeed steam spurting
          Powerful steam jet
          Easier heat up, you can iron clothes in minute.

POWERFUL STEAM SPURTING:

ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE:
Inspection Part Water tank Temperature

adjusting knob
Steam bore Power supply Heating body

power

FAILURE

No steam

Little Steam

Can not heat up

Cloth burn and shrink

Water drop from 
the steam bore

Water tank
without water

Temperature adjusting
knob in the correct
position or not, choose
a right temperature

Clear scale away Check the indicate
light can work or
not, power supply
correctly fixed

Check if the indicate
light is on



            Heat sensitive clothes ironing, please cover a piece of cloth on the clothes 
first, then iron, or the clothes will be burnt.

Cotto n material ironing, please adjust the temperature according to the heat resistant of the 
material.

CORRECT FIBRE IRONING:
CAUTION

Cloth
Material

Temperature
Setting

Marks in
clothes

Preferable ironing method

Dry ironing the back of the clothes

Dry ironing the back of the clothes

Ironing the back of clothes without any
water or cover a piece of clothes on 
the goods you want to iron

According to the thickness and gauffer
to iron with steam. For some fuscous
clothes, we’d better adopt to back ironing.

Man-made
cotton

synthetic
fibre
silk

wool

cotton

Linen



Electric iron is a common home appliance, to be used very frequent. Before use, please read the 
items as follow:
1. Fill in clean water.

2. According to different material- adjust proper temperature. If you are not familiar with the 
material of the cloth, you may choose a piece 

3. When the soleplate reaches its adjusted temperature, then you can start ironing. Or the water 
will leak from the soleplate.

4. Using steam spurt to recover the elasticity of the fiber. Rub and press the polished cloth, then 
it will come back. If spurt steam, at the same time brush the cloth to its opposite side. The 
effect will be better.

5. Do not put the ironed clothes into warderobe immediately. Hanging the clothes to clothes 
rack till it is cold.

6. When water tank calcified, you can use Self-cleaning function to clean soleplate. Ensure the 
water tank with water.

7. After ironing, pour out the rest water. If some water left in the water tank, put the plug into the 
socket, make sure no water in it, you can pull the plug out. Keep the iron upright. And the life of 
the iron can be longer. 

CORRECT IRONING WITH STEAM:



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Please read the user’s manual before using the product.

2. Before use, please check the voltage of the product if it is the same with the one in your 
home.

3. When using steam ironing, you are recommended to use distilled water.

4. When filling water or pouring out remaining water. Please pull out the plug first from the 
mains.

5. After using, turn the steam knob to non steam place, turn the temperature regulating knob 
to “0”, pull out the plug, put the iron on the smooth and stable place vertically.

6. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

7. The iron is not to be used if it has been dropped, if there are visible signs of damage or if it 
is leaking.

8. The iron must be used and rested on a stable surface.

9. When placing the iron on its stand, ensure that the surface on which the stand is placed is 
stable.

11. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they 
have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety

12. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

ATTENTION



TO CLAIM

Smartek warrants this product for up to 6 months from provable date of purchase, 
against defects in material and workmanship. During this period such defects will be 

repaired, or the product will be replaced without charge.

This warranty does not cover damage caused by misuse, negligence or improper 
installation. Warranty is also invalid in any case that the product is taken apart or 

serviced by unauthorized service station.

Purchaser must receive a Return Authorization Number by calling our service 
center at 1-888-380-2111.

Once your return has been authorized, please send your package, postage prepaid, 
with a copy of your proof of purchase. You will also need to enclose a letter 

explaining the nature of your difficulty in detail. Please allow 2-4 weeks for return 
shipping.

Smartek USA Inc.
49 Bartlett Street Brooklyn, NY 11206

1-888-380-2111

Distributed By
Smartek USA Inc.,

Brooklyn, NY 11206
www.smartekusa.com

6 MONTHS LIMITED WARRANTY


